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Postsecondary educational institutions, and the senior enrollment officers who help to lead them, face more uncertainty about student enrollments than at any time in the modern era. The challenges they face are manifold, including:

- **Fewer High School Graduates**: There are projected declines in the number of high school graduates in many regions of the country.
- **Changing Composition of Graduating High School Students**: We will see more first-generation and low-income students.
- **Financial Uncertainty**: On the heels of the Great Recession, colleges and universities were already facing uncertainty regarding college costs, financial aid, and the ability of many families to be able to continue to fund college degree attainment.
- **Debt and Discount Rates**: Average discount rates at private four-year institutions, as well as some public schools, continue to rise. At the same time, there is growing pressure from the general public and from state and federal policy makers to reduce the amount of student debt. Against this backdrop, I share the following story: An enrollment manager, for whom I have a great respect, showed me a pie chart that categorized the three major sources of tuition revenue at his private university. Roughly one-third of the revenue came from families and students who contributed toward tuition. Approximately one-third of tuition revenue came from debt-financing (i.e., the money students and parents borrowed). And the remaining third came from scholarships awarded from institutional tuition revenue, discounted dollars, which of course were not really dollars helping to pay tuition. As is evident, two thirds of institutional income is at “risk.”
- **Changing Role of ACT and SAT**: For four-year colleges and universities, the test optional movement, which then became the test blind movement, has introduced a great deal of uncertainty as to how schools will make decisions as to whom to admit. In addition, current application patterns suggest that more students are applying to selective institutions now that admissions tests are no longer required. As a result, more elite institutions are concerned about being over enrolled while less selective institutions are concerned about enrolling too few students.
- **Expectations for a More Diverse Student Body**: The Black Lives Matter movement, the recent tragedies
of George Floyd, Breanna Taylor, Ahmaud Arbery, the murder of six Asian women in Atlanta, attacks on synagogues and mosques, as well as several other events that reflect a rise in both racial and religious intolerance. These events have translated into higher expectations that our colleges and universities will become more diverse and that enrollment management organizations will play a significant role in enhancing diversity and inclusion on our campuses.

✦ The Yet to be Fully Revealed Impact of COVID-19: For some families, the pandemic has had a devastating effect on the ability of students and their families to afford the direct and indirect costs of pursuing postsecondary education. In addition, as the result of the pandemic, far more students have been introduced to online courses. It remains to be seen whether this will result in more students opting for online education going forward. The extent to which prospective students and families may opt for virtual campus tours and more virtual recruiting is unknown.

✦ SEM Staff Burnout: Enrollment leaders are voicing concerns about staff burnout. The combination of test optional, demographic trends, and the changes caused by COVID-19 have left enrollment professionals working 12–16 hours a day.

It is clear that schools can no longer rely on past enrollment patterns to predict their yield of admitted students. The combination of many of these developments have taken their toll. Between 2016 and 2020, a total of 92 non-profit colleges and universities have closed and/or announced future mergers or closures (Tobenkin 2020). Similarly, an analysis of eight years of college enrollments data for just over 2,300 institutions concluded that nearly 10 percent face market stresses severe enough to make them candidates for either closing or merging (Zemsky, Shaman, and Baldridge 2020). Further evidence of the challenges postsecondary institutions can be found in the Pennsylvania decision to consolidate six of the 14 state-owned universities into two new institutions. Finally, enrollment data from the National Student Clearinghouse reveals community colleges have been hardest hit with respect to a declining number of enrolled students.

These trends and developments not only have an impact upon undergraduate enrollment management organizations, but they also ripple through graduate programs as well. Students enrolled in bricks-and-mortar graduate programs are declining. Declines in the number of undergraduate students will of course influence the number of students entering graduate programs. In addition, first-generation college students are less likely to pursue a graduate degree. The enrollment managers for M.B.A. programs acknowledge that at many institutions the only thing that is stopping an overall decline in enrollments are their online M.B.A. programs. Enrollments at law schools, while now stable, have not rebounded from the declines experienced during and immediately after the Great Recession. Enrollments in graduate programs in education also continue to decline.

Senior enrollment managers focusing on undergraduate students, and those concentrating on graduate students, are being tasked with developing organizational responses for the colleges and universities they serve. Some presidents and provosts are concerned about the number of students enrolled. At the same time, some campus leaders are expecting their enrollment management organizations to not only maintain enrollments, but also enable their institution to climb the ladder of undergraduate and/or graduate program rankings.

These are indeed difficult times for enrollment management organizations and the people who lead
them. Presentations at professional meetings and the literature on strategic enrollment management (SEM), focus too much attention on the Big Three. These include (1) the use of big data and AI as the solutions to informing all enrollment management activities, (2) the strategic use of campus-based financial aid, and (3) the use of social media. However, successful SEM requires more than the Big Three. Successful SEM also requires grand strategic visions for the colleges and universities for whom Strategic Enrollment Management leaders serve.

Successful enrollment management also requires leadership, as well as mid-range plans and their implementation to make plans come to life. These mid-range strategies and initiatives are too often ignored. They do not gather the same level of attention; they are often seen as too far down in the weeds, and yet they make all the difference. These mid-range strategies include the ways that senior enrollment officers relate to other campus leaders. It also consists of the development of a consistent institutional narrative that is then linked to a careful analysis of how all communications with prospective students are structured. This analysis should incorporate all of the messages that are part of institutional web pages. Although it can sound contradictory, successful SEM organizations recognize the value of an overarching narrative while at the same time understanding that with multiple audiences across prospective students and currently enrolled students’ successful SEM communication efforts will recognize the differing need of students. In order to effectively reach prospective students who come from different backgrounds, and enrolled students that may experience a university in different ways, there is a need for customized communication. This is needed in order to create a sense of belongingness—a sense of institutional fit. Fortunately for readers, this is a major theme that runs through this volume. Several chapters speak to the importance of building connections and a sense of belonging on campus. There is an emphasis on the importance of communication channels and the need to consider the needs of not only students but also of staff, faculty, senior campus leadership, parents, and alumni.

Senior enrollment officers are seeking insights into new ways to conceptualize admissions recruitment and to enhance student success. In addition, they recognize the need to focus on mid-range strategies that include an internal focus on the links between academic programs, the faculty, academic leaders, and their impact upon students. And it is axiomatic that, in the midst of all of these enrollment challenges, senior enrollment officers, and their staffs, are looking for guidance. As Herman (2014) emphasizes, it is important to build an organizational culture where all staff are entrepreneurial and recognize the importance of information across all of the shared units. That communication has to move in all directions, not just from leaders downward, but from followers upward and horizontally. Collectively these efforts should engender trust within SEM units and amongst those working with SEM representatives of SEM organizations with whom they are working. Effective Strategic Enrollment Management mid-range strategies also encompass staff development. Even more important are the linkages and communication channels that are created and nurtured across all SEM organizational units, admissions, financial aid, orientation, student success, technology support, and SEM research.

With this context, there is much to recommend in this edited volume that has been put together by Stan Henderson (Vice Chancellor of Enrollment Management and Student Life (retired), the University of Michigan–Dearborn) and Kevin Pollock (President, Central Carolina Technical College). It includes chapters that emphasize the importance of leadership, and
it draws upon campus-based educational experiences of students, but generally it does not address the Big Three—and that is what makes this book so valuable. The chapters cover a range of important SEM topics. Several chapters consider the importance of leadership in successful Strategic Enrollment Management. There are also references to the need for grand visions in SEM organizations. The chapter on the importance of the role of SEM in creating enrolled student bodies that are diverse and inclusive falls within the domain of grand enrollment management strategies.

Most of the chapters, however, focus on mid-range strategies and the implementation of these strategies. This volume includes a chapter that effectively addresses how to synchronize all communications with prospective students by providing a step-by-step guide to coordinating communication with prospective students. I was impressed by two chapters that offer insights into how to personalize and provide a consistent narrative for large institutions and for community colleges. This is no small task at these types of institutions. Both large universities and community colleges have such broad missions that too often enrollment professionals give up on finding an encompassing narrative. Equally important is a chapter that examines effective strategies for communicating with students in an online environment.

I was both encouraged and impressed by chapters that address how to work more effectively with the faculty and the importance of the curriculum. One chapter focuses on how rich student information systems can provide an array of background information about students that can be used by faculty to person-
This is a practitioners’ book—of, by, and for practitioners.

We wrote what is now the first chapter as an article for *SEM Quarterly* (SEMQ). We wanted to pose an issue: How does SEM support our making connections and building relationships to foster student success? We wanted to define possibilities and share stories that would highlight SEM’s unique ability to influence student engagement. We were in the midst of a global pandemic, and there were concerns all around about how student connections with their campus communities were degrading in the virtual environments we were forced to inhabit. What role should SEM play in maintaining student engagement over Zoom? At that time everyone was lamenting what would be lost. Would the concept of SEM as a connector to build relationships—or even those person-to-person engagements we were writing about—be able to survive?

Even as we wrote, we were under no illusion that every enrollment professional would see making connections as foundational to SEM. “Well, sure, connections happen, but they are the collateral benefits that result from the programs, practices, and policies that grow out of SEM, not a core part of SEM.” There are many excellent SEM folks who are in administrative positions, who live and breathe data, who marshal resources and deploy them across their campuses. But they may not have direct, regular contact with students in the curriculum or the co-curriculum. There is an old saw that the further you climb in the hierarchy of enrollment and student services, the less contact you have with students. How do you, as a senior enrollment officer, directly help students make connections and build relationships? Or should you?

In pulling together the SEMQ article, our shared experiences, and the stories we told, reinforced our belief that SEM did and would play a critical—and
direct—role in making connections. However, we were not sure that our article hadn’t posed more questions than it answered. Moving forward, we wanted to be assured that making connections and building relationships would not be just a collateral benefit of SEM but a key component of SEM practice into the future beyond the pandemic.

Then AACRAO’s 2020 SEM Virtual Conference showcased a wealth of practitioners with innovative research and approaches that inspired us to think about whether we might expand our article to a fuller consideration of connections. We had concentrated on connections in two- and four-year institutions, but enrollment management is far more nuanced than just institutional types. What if we could look at how creative and experienced colleagues applied their own brand of SEM connective practice at their disparate institutions? Would patterns, or even principles, emerge to guide best practice for making connections as a more clearly defined core function of SEM?

We have gathered 13 SEM professionals to share experience, research, passion, strategic thinking, and, above all, practice, in making connections and building relationships. Our task in the last chapter will be to suggest how what our colleagues will tell us in these chapters can inform practice for all of us in a coherent way.

When you listen…this is what you hear.